How to Demo Baby

Before starting a Demo, ensure Baby has a full charge, is unplugged from the charger, and Control Center software is functioning properly. You’ll also want to have an ID, a bottle, and one Green Diaper and one Yellow Diaper nearby when you start the Demo.

In Available Baby window, select Baby and click Demo.

- Demonstration care sessions run the same way care sessions run during an actual simulation. This allows students a chance to become familiar with how to care for Baby, before taking Baby home.
- Baby will accept any working ID in Demo, it doesn’t have to be an ID that is configured to Baby.
- Baby must be unplugged from the charger to function properly in a Demo. Baby will not accept ID or Diapers if plugged into the charger.
- Baby must be ID’d to begin each care session. If multiple care sessions are selected, Baby must be ID’d each time it cries for care.
In Demo window, select Demonstration Mode desired:

You can use the Preset Demo buttons on bottom of screen. They set up pre-programmed Demonstrations. For example, if Preset 1 is selected, the preselected settings are:

- Baby will Chime to indicate Demo has started.
- Baby will COO
- 30 seconds later it will require a Feeding Care Session that will last 60 seconds. When Baby begins crying, ID Baby and begin feeding care session. If successfully completed, Baby will COO.
- 30 seconds later it will require a Burp Care Session that will last 60 seconds. When Baby begins crying, ID Baby and begin burp care session. When Baby begins crying, ID Baby and begin burp care session. If successfully completed, Baby will burp. The burp is at the volume an infant would burp and is not very loud. It will be important for students to recognize the sound.
- 30 seconds later it will require a Diaper Change Care Session that lasts as long as it takes to change the diaper. When Baby begins crying, ID Baby and begin diaper care session. If successfully completed, Baby will COO.

- 30 seconds later Baby will make a COUGH sound.

- 30 seconds later Baby will require a Rock Care Session that will last 60 seconds. When Baby begins crying, ID Baby and begin rocking care session. If successfully completed, Baby will COO.

- The COO indicates Preset 1 Demonstration has ended. Baby is ready for the next Demonstration.

You can edit these settings if you’d like to run a Custom Demonstration
To set up a Custom Demonstration, click the desired events boxes, set an Event duration time, Quiet between events time, select This Order or Random Order, and select Play Once or Continuous.

1. Click Start Demo button. Baby will CHIME and begin Demo.

2. ID Baby before beginning care session.
   - If multiple care sessions are set, Baby will need to be ID’d before each care session.

If you have any questions about this information or need other assistance, feel free to contact us:

PRODUCT SUPPORT
(800) 830-1416 – Option 2
productsupport@realityworks.com